OCTOBER 2019
Dear Parents,

Greetings of the day!
Holidays and the festive season brings with it the colours of joy, the
excitement of exploring new places and the anticipation of meeting
loved ones. Festivals have stories woven into its existence; stories that
sends across messages of peace, righteousness, perseverance,
devotion, respect, obedience, love, compassion….
Keeping the spirit of the month- ‘Tolerance’ please find an excerpt
from an article written by Gopalan Kanan on SPEAKING TREE.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------“Porumai kadalinum perithu’ — patience is mightier than the ocean.
GOPALAN KANNAN elaborates on this Tamil proverb

“The highest
result of
education is
tolerance”.

Tolerance and patience, the great virtues, are greater than the ocean.
Tolerance, patience, forgiveness and forbearance, all related to one
another, are life altering lessons. The Indic region has always
embodied tolerance and patience. The Indic civilisation is a wonderful
example of how a heterogeneous society — with people belonging to
various linguistic, ethnic, social and economic backgrounds — could
live in unity in spite of diversities.
Tolerance is much needed for a developing nation and it taught us
Satyagraha which paved the way for our Independence without much
bloodshed. A person having a patient ear to listen to the views of
others improves his wisdom and his knowledge is constantly updated.
Thiruvalluvar, the great Tamil poet-philosopher compares tolerance
and patience to Mother Earth. He says, “Just as the earth that bears
the man who tills and digs it, have tolerance to bear those who harm
them, is a quality of highest respect.”

~
Helen Keller

Youngsters are the torchbearers of the future of our country. Let the
elders sow the seeds of great virtues of tolerance and patience in
young minds so that they are able to form a harmonious society when
they grow up.”
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Just like any other virtue, the first step towards developing Tolerance
can start from our very homes. Wish you all a very Happy Dusshera
and Diwali! May the light of goodness and tolerance radiate from you
to those around!
Warm regards,
Udaya Rajesh
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